
catalogue the resources acquired by 
their library adequately…Outsourcing 
can mean a catalogue that has integrity, 
currency and complete information.”

She concluded, “We have to be 
professional and strong in our conviction 
to strive to maintain standards, embrace 
new technology and enrich the 
catalogue in every way that is financially 
and technically possible. This is not 
achievable in isolation. Outsourcing is 
the key to enhancing and liberating your 
catalogue. The catalogue is the key that 
unlocks the secret of the library. Without 
it, all we will have is an electronic Tower 
of Babel.”

The annual CIG Conference took 
place in Bath, England at the end of 
June with much discussion over the 
conference’s theme which was the 
future of cataloguing.

Both Lesley Whyte, Managing Director 
of BDS, and Anne Mellor, Cataloguing 
Manager were present. On Thursday, 
BDS hosted the Conference dinner 
reception, which started the evening 
on a convivial note. Discussion 
around the tables was lively, 
covering a range of topics as varied 
as a library catalogue.

On Friday morning, Lesley gave 
a paper entitled “Outsourcing 
– Liberating and Enhancing the 
Catalogue”. In a talk that was 
scrupulously argued and often 
light-hearted, Lesley said that she 
intended to look “at the issues that 
outsourcing raises in relation to 
cataloguing, and how this affects 
you, the users of these services, and 
me, the architect of these services.”

She went on enthusiastically, 
“cataloguing is actually the most 
exciting job being undertaken in 
a library, and never more exciting 
than it is now”, and added that 
the catalogue is, “a tool that has 
been assembled by a succession 

of expert practitioners to ensure that 
the library can function effectively… 
My job, as an agent of outsourcing, 
is to help you to continue to maintain 
accurate records and consistency 
in your catalogue, and also to 
take advantage of standards and 
technology to enable this catalogue 
to take on an even more vital role 
at the heart of the institution, so that 
readers will want to use it more rather 
than less to inform their use of the 
library.”

Rather controversially, Lesley 
suggested to her audience, 
“Outsourcing is actually not a new 
concept in libraries. Long before 
the first local authority considered 
outsourcing the collection of refuse 
or the cleaning of offices, outsourcing 
was prevalent in libraries. The 
difference is, we considered it a 
manifestation of co-operation.”

Later in her argument, she 
observed, “One might argue that 
the introduction of new standards 
and bibliographic tools has made 
cataloguing more complex than ever, 
but I think it is rather that for a variety 
of reasons, the skills that cataloguers 
require are not being offered to new 
professionals, and this has lead to 
fewer practitioners being able to 
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Since the last newsletter much of my time has been spent travelling the country 
talking to libraries about movingmediata. There has been a lot of interest in this 
exciting new service which offers a combined cataloguing and selection tool 
for videos and DVDs. A number of libraries are already subscribing to the service 
while many more are enjoying the opportunity to trial it. You will be able to read 
comments from customers on movingmediata in the next issue of 
BDS mediatanews.

Nielsen BookData and BDS will be launching a new service for libraries in the next 
month which will give BookFind-Online customers a direct link to BDS records. This 
will enable libraries that do not currently have Z39.50 software the opportunity to 
access the BDS database and import library quality MARC21 records into their 
catalogue using the web. Conveniently developed as an add-on to Nielsen 
BookData’s existing BookFind-Online service, the product allows cataloguing and 
bibliographic checking to be completed using the same service.

Claire Dowbekin,
Email: claire.dowbekin@nielsenbookdata.co.uk or 
Tel: 01483 712274 or Mobile: 07764 357391.

News from our sales agent: Nielsen BookData

Claire Dowbekin
UK Library Manager, 
Nielsen BookData 

Many librarians and publishers ask why BDS is situated in 
Dumfries, a town in rural Scotland. Why is it not in one of the 
capitals, either Edinburgh or London? 

There are many reasons, not least of which is the fact that 
both Lesley Whyte and Eric Green, the founding directors, live 
in Dumfries and Galloway. One might add that the workforce 
enjoys some of Britain’s most beautiful countryside and avoids 
the problems associated with commuting.  But there is another 
reason, a reason that complements BDS’s place in the world of 
libraries and the cataloguing of books. Dumfries lies at the heart 
of one of Scotland’s richest regions in terms of literature, literary 
history and publishing. 

Dumfries and BDS are situated not far from where St. Ninian 
introduced Christianity to Scotland, and writers of stature such 
as Robert Burns, Thomas Carlyle, Hugh MacDiarmid, James 
Barke, J. M. Barrie, Sir Steven Runciman and Alastair Reid were 
either born or lived nearby. Local writers such as Hannay, 
Rutherford, Heughan, Cunningham, Nicholson and McNeillie 
also contributed significantly to Scottish letters. 

The literary culture around Dumfries over the past 200 years 
has been a lively one. Publishers were based in every town 
of Dumfries and Galloway and delighted in printing local 
authors alongside the great figures associated with the region. 
Editions of Thomas Carlyle, born in Ecclefechan in Dumfries 

and Galloway, appeared with the essays and histories of the Rev. 
George Murray; the Galloway author Rev. S. R. Crockett of Kailyard 
fame can be seen as the inheritor of a Dumfries and Galloway 
tradition running back to John Gerrond and Samuel Wilson.

Dumfries is an 800 year-old town, and it has an illustrious history 
in relation to libraries and bookselling. The origins of the public 
library service in Britain lay in the circulating libraries of the miners 
from Leadhills and Wanlockhead. The headquarters of the public 
library service in Dumfries is named after William Ewart, Member 
of Parliament for Dumfriesshire and driving force behind the Public 
Libraries Act 1850. In 1910, two booksellers named Blacklock and 
Farries opened a bookshop in the centre of Dumfries. The Farries 
family went on to run a successful bookshop that survived three 
generations, leading to the formation of the library supply business 
T C Farries & Co Limited in 1982.

The Scots language used in Dumfries, coloured by Brithonic or 
Welsh, is linked to Northumbrian and perhaps the most famous 
“installation poem” of all exists in Ruthwell, near Dumfries. “The 
Dream of the Rood”, written in 8th century Northumbrian runes 
on a Christian Cross, can still be read today a few miles from the 
BDS offices. Candida Casa, or the white house, at Whithorn saw 
the descendants of St Ninian copying manuscripts and taking the 
Word abroad. These were the first cataloguers in Scotland working 
only a few miles from Annandale House where BDS catalogues the 
output of British publishers today. 

At the Heart of Scotland’s 
Literary Heritage

The BDS BDZ database contains 2.2 
million quality records with ISBNs 
published in English since 1950. The 
records contain full bibliographic 
details and a number of subject 
and value-added fields that 
include a short description, fiction 
indexing, Key Stage information 
and readership level. If a member 
of the public is going on holiday to 
Sardinia and wants to read a novel 
set there, or you can’t remember the 
author of the Inspector Morse novels, 
BDS data will help. 

We can also provide an image of 
the book jacket as published. The 
next time someone describes the 
cover of the book, you can show an 
image and ask, “Is this the book you 
want?” 

BDS is committed to helping 
libraries improve the quality of their 
catalogue. As part of this process 
we are pleased to provide a “data 
health check” free of charge to 
any library participating in the 
Public Library Licensing scheme. 
We will analyse a sample file of 
catalogue records and make 
recommendations on how the 
catalogue might be enhanced when 
a conversion of data is undertaken.

Who could have anticipated that, in 
the information age, the traditional 
library catalogue would assume new 
significance at the heart of library 
operations?

For more information on this subject, 
please contact Lesley Whyte at 
lesley.whyte@bibdsl.co.uk  
In the next issue of BDS mediatanews 
we will feature news from libraries 
who have enhanced their catalogue 
using the BDS database.

A new opportunity for libraries 
to undertake “retrospective 
conversion” and revive and improve 
the catalogue is offered by the 
migration towards the MARC21 data 
format.

When library automation was 
introduced, the catalogue entry 
was often reduced in length and 
detail rather than enhanced, due to 
pressure on storage space. Although 
new search options, such as the use 
of keywords, compensated to some 
degree, early automated systems 
heralded a decline in interest in 
detailed catalogue records. 

However, as UK libraries engage in 
the process of changing from one 
data standard to another, there is 
considerable interest in enhancing 
catalogue records. There are 
several reasons for this. 

Firstly, readers are quite likely to 
be accomplished in information 
retrieval techniques as a result 
of their jobs or their use of the 
Internet. They will expect the library 
catalogue to be as detailed as 
other information sources they 
use. Secondly, we have all grown 
accustomed to what one might 
term “the Amazon model”, and we 
expect information about books to 
be accompanied by images of the 
book jacket and other information 
promoting the title. Thirdly, in an age 
when “interoperability” is a concept 
discussed in libraries, adherence 
to standards and availability of 
certain types of information in the 
library catalogue is expected, and 
the content of the catalogue record 
comes under renewed scrutiny.

BDS is here to help

What if your library service 
introduced a short title entry in 1970 
and the catalogue record content 
has never been reconsidered since?

Reviving the Catalogue – 
Retrospective Conversion  

by John Hudson

The first cataloguers 
in Scotland worked 
only a few miles from 
where BDS catalogues 
the output of British 
publishers.

Whenever I mentioned to colleagues at work, friends 
or family, that I was heading off to Orlando, Florida on 
a business trip in June, my comments were received 
with expressions of incredulity. Orlando conjures 
up images of Disney World, sunshine, cocktails and 
swimming pools – not the type of location where one 
goes on business. Yet Eric Green and I were going for 
exactly that reason, to attend the annual conference 
of the American Library Association, commonly 
known as ALA. 

The ALA typically attracts in excess of twenty 
thousand delegates each summer. Consequently, 
the venue needs to have sufficient accommodation 
and conference facilities available to support this 
massive influx of librarians from all over the United 
States, indeed, all over the world. I have attended 
ALA in six locations, yet I don’t think I have ever 
seen such a large complex as the Orange County 
Convention Center in Orlando. International Drive, 
where Eric and I were staying, was thronging with 
delegates attending papers in the many large hotels, 
which obviously specialise in hosting conventions as 
well as catering for tourists.

Eric and I attend ALA for several reasons. Firstly, it 
is refreshing to see just how seriously the delegates 
take professional issues, and we have attended 
many sessions when the audience is alive with 
people wanting to ask questions of the speakers. 
Secondly, the exhibitions are always of a high 
standard, and we get ideas for new services when 
we see the technology available. Thirdly, and 
most importantly, it is a great place to do business. 
ALA brings companies and librarians from all over 
the world together for one week – an excellent 
opportunity to network without having to travel. And, 
if we’re lucky, the weather will also be good!

The conference in Orlando was no exception to 
the rule. Eric and I had valuable meetings with 
professional contacts, enjoyed the exhibitions 
and attended some stimulating papers. The issues 
being discussed in relation to cataloguing were 
similar to those of librarians in the UK – everyone is 
talking about FRBR. Digital content and archiving 
of information was being heavily promoted by 
the exhibitors.  Our sense was that librarians are 
particularly interested in extended content for the 
catalogue, hosted remotely - a service that BDS is 
currently developing with business partners. 

We both returned to Scotland knowing that much had 
been achieved in a few days, and we generated 
new ideas for the development of our business and 
enhancing the service to our customers. And the 
weather was good!

Orlando: 
Pleasure in Business
a report by Lesley Whyte
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Lesley Whyte, Managing Director
Lesley was one of the founder directors of BDS. 
After working as a technical services librarian in 
the University of London, she moved to a library 
bookselling career in her native Scotland. Her 
experience there lead to the concept behind 
BDS. Lesley’s main responsibilities within BDS are 
sales and operations.
lesley.whyte@bibdsl.co.uk
Direct Dial: 01387 702258

Eric Green, Business Development Director
Eric was also a founder director of BDS. He 
started his career working in library bookselling 
where he ran the IT Department. Within BDS his 
main areas of responsibility are IT and finance. 
He is also the director responsible for business 
and product development.
eric.green@bibdsl.co.uk
Direct Dial: 01387 702257

Anne Mellor, Cataloguing Manager
Anne has worked at BDS since its creation 
in 1995. She is responsible for managing the 
process of getting all the pre-publication 
information and books to the point where 
records are ready to be sent out and used by 
our clients. Anne represents BDS on a number 
of professional committees: CILIP British Library 
Committee, Dewey Committee and CIGS 
Committee.
anne.mellor@bibdsl.co.uk
Direct Dial: 01387 702254

Lesley Creamer, Data Manager
Lesley is the company expert in data formats, 
including MARC21 and ONIX. Like Eric and 
Lesley, she worked for many years in library 
bookselling following a career in public libraries. 
Lesley represents BDS on the Cataloguing and 
Indexing Group Committee, the BIC Metadata 
Committee and the BIC Technical Subgroup.
lesley.creamer@bibdsl.co.uk 
Direct Dial: 01387 702256

Main Contacts at BDS

We hope you have enjoyed reading 
this issue of mediatanews. We aim 
to produce four paper issues per 
year, available in printed format or 
in electronic pdf format on request.
BDS mediatanews will keep 
you informed about what is 
happening and whom to contact 
at the BDS offices in Dumfries and 
London. It will carry articles about 
developments in our industry as 
well as letting you comment on our 
services. 
We would like BDS mediatanews 
to be informative and entertaining 
so please give us feedback on this 
and subsequent issues, and feel free 
to suggest articles that you would 
like to see in print.
If you wish to receive BDS 
mediatanews in pdf format as 
well as or instead of in printed 
format please email:
lesley.whyte@bibdsl.co.uk.

As part of its increasing range of 
services to the library community, 
BDS is delighted to announce the 
launch of its new online forum, 
mediataforum. 
This bulletin board is designed 
to promote discussion on topics 
such as cataloguing, MARC21, 
retrospective conversion (see article 
in this issue), movingmediata, BDS’s 
recently launched film and DVD 
database, publishing, Public Library 
Licence, classification and many 
more topics. mediataforum is your 
opportunity to express your ideas, 
thoughts and feelings on a host of 
issues relating to your work. It is also 
a way to reach experts in their field 

mediataforum: 
Keep in Touch with BDS

and get informed replies, either from 
members of the BDS staff or from 
other users of the forum.
For us at BDS, it is important that we 
are aware of what is happening in 
your workplace in relation to the 
important issues mediataforum
covers. This will help us design 
products and solutions to help you 
on a day to day basis and ensure 
that the products you already use 
and enjoy are working in the best 
possible way for you.
Using mediataforum is easy. 
Registration is simple and ensures 
you get the greatest possible 
advantages from BDS and 
mediataforum. Either go to our 

website, www.bibliographicdata.com 
and follow the link or enter 
www.bibliographicdata.ipbhost.com 
in the address line of your browser to 
arrive at this new service.
If you feel that there is something you 
would like to talk about, an area or 
topic where you would like to open a 
forum or a way in which you feel that 
we can improve mediataforum to 
meet your needs, send us a message. 
Click on “Moderators” and follow the 
links.
We at BDS hope that mediataforum 
is going to become a lively place, 
that is both informative, useful and 
entertaining. Why not register today 
and have your say!


